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STATE OF NEW YORK 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD 
#2A-l/27/76 
In the Matter 
WHITE PLAINS 







Charging Party. : 
BOARD DECISION AND ORDER 
CASE NO. U-1867 
The charge herein was filed by the City of White Plains (City) on 
October 24, 1975. It alleges that the White Plains Police Benevolent Association 
(PBA) committed an improper practice in violation of Civil Service Law 
§209-a.2(b) by refusing to negotiate in good faith with the City. The gravamen 
of the charge is that PBA has submitted several negotiating demands that do not 
constitute mandatory subjects of negotiations and that, over the objections of 
the City, it continued to insist upon those demands even after the negotiations 
dispute was submitted to a factfinder. 
On November 5, 1975 the City and the PBA entered into a stipulation 
in which they specified those demands of the PBA that the City alleged to be 
non-mandatory subjects of negotiations; indicating the dispute was one that 
raised questions concerning the scope of negotiations, the parties jointly 
requested this Board to accord this matter expedited treatment, as provided in 
§204.4 of our Rules of Procedure. That request was granted and the parties 
were instructed to submit memoranda of law to us so as to reach us in advance 
of our meeting of December 5, 1975. This was done. 
i mis 
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Applicable Decisions 
Scope of negotiations under the Taylor Law has been considered by 
the Court of Appeals in Board of Education v. Associated Teachers of Huntington 
30 NY 2d 122 (1972); Syracuse Teachers' Association v. Board of Education, 
35 NY 2d 743 (1974); West Irondequoit Teachers Association v. Helsby, 
35 NY 2d 46 (1974): and Susquehanna Valley Central School District at Conklin 
v;~Su^ueKann^Va^ley""Teac1^rs~l^ociat'i^n7 NY 2d (19757. 
Most relevant of our own decisions are Matter of City School 
District of the City of New Rochelle, 4 PERB 3074 (1971); Matter of City of 
White Plains, 5 PERB 3013 (1972): Matter of City of Albany and Albany Police 
Officers Union, 7 PERB 3132 (1974): Matter of City of Albany and Albany 
Permanent Professional Firefighters Association, 7 PERB 3142 (1974): Matter of 
Scarsdale Police Benevolent Association and Village of Scarsdale, 8 PERB 1(3075 
(1975); Matter of Board of Higher Education of the City of New York, 7 PERB 
3042 (1974): and Matter of Yorktown Faculty Association, 7 PERB 3051 (1974). 
The above-cited Court of Appeals' decisions set forth the nature 
of the duty to negotiate. Public employers and recognized or certified employee 
organizations are under a duty to negotiate over terms and conditions of 
employment except to the extent that this duty is limited by plain and clear 
prohibitions in a statute or in decisional law, or where an agreement would 
conflict with an essential public policy of the State. This concept was first 
articulated by us in the New Rochelle case, in which we held (at page 3706): 
"A public employer exists to provide certain services to 
its constituents, be it police protection, sanitation or, 
as in the case of the employer herein, education. Of 
necessity, the public employer, acting through its executive 
or legislative body, must determine the manner and means by 
which such services are to be rendered and the extent thereof, 
subject to the approval or disapproval of the public so 
served, as manifested in the electoral process. Decisions 
of a public employer with respect to the carrying out of its 
mission, such as a decision to eliminate or curtail a service, 
are matters that a public employer should not be compelled to 
negotiate with its employees (footnote omitted)." 
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In the White Plains, in the two Albany cases, and in the Scarsdale case, we 
applied the New Rochelle concept to specific negotiations demands and determined 
that some were, and others were not, mandatory subjects of negotiations. In 
the Board of Higher Education of the City of New York and Yorktown cases, we 
determined that an employee organization violates CSL §209-a.2(b) when it con-, 
tlnues to insist upon non-mandatory subjects of negotiations during factfinding. 
Discussion 
There now follows seriatum the demands of the PBA, the mandatory 
negotiability of which — according to the stipulation of the parties — is in 
question. 
Demand No. 12.1 - "Seniority on all assignments, day jobs and detective division." 
The nature of the demand is that seniority be used to fill vacancies 
particularly in the Detective Division and the assignment to the "steady day 
tour", which is the most desirable of the tours of duty, covering the hours 
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Monday through Thursday. The demand would also make 
seniority the criteria for the assignment of patrolmen to vehicles, as opposed 
to walking assignments. The Association correctly notes that in the Albany 
Firefighters case we determined that the assignment of both permanent jobs and 
work details on the basis of preference and seniority-is a term and condition of 
employment and, thus, a mandatory subject of negotiations (7 PERB 3144, 3147). 
A significant limitation upon this conclusion is stated in the Alb any Police 
case. It is that a demand for the use of seniority in the filling of promotional 
positions is a mandatory subject of negotiations only if promotion is sought 
into positions that are in the negotiating unit represented by the employee 
organization and that such promotions would otherwise lie within the discre-
tionary authority of the employer, rather than that of a civil service commissioi.. 
Ml 
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The City argues that if all assignments are based on seniority: 
"It could be restricted from assigning those most qualified 
to do detective work to the detective division (footnote 
omitted); from assigning those most qualified to deal with 
youths to the youth division; from assigning those most 
qualified to control traffic to the traffic division. 
Even more disturbing is the realization that the PBA 
proposal applies to decisions involving the selection of 
those individuals who would be on foot patrol; who would 
be in a car; who would walk the Main Street beat; and who 
would—work ther~gh.eT.to"areas1. It involves -decisions as to 
who will handle the City's most difficult and intricate 
crime problems, and could result in an overabundance of 
rookies or relatively inexperienced officers assigned to 
such tasks." 
We are not unsympathetic to this argument of the City, but we find that it goes 
to the merits of the proposal, rather than to its negotiability. Seniority 
clauses in contracts always inhibit the flexibility of employers, but they do 
involve terms and conditions of employment. It may be that there is, on the 
merits, a particularly persuasive case for restricting the use of seniority in 
police contracts, whether or not this is so should be resolved by the parties 
during the negotiations process. Nothing herein, however, should imply any 
restriction upon the prerogative of the City to establish criteria for the 
filling of particular jobs, such as qualifications for the assignment of a 
policeman to the detective division. 
Demand No. 12.2 - "Increase the amount of steady line cars from six to eight." 
PBA concedes that in non-police employment a similar demand would not 
constitute a mandatory subject of negotiations. It would distinguish police 
employment on the reasoning that the number of "vehicles on patrol may well 
affect the safety of police officers." The City agrees, saying, 
"Both police and fire service involve inherently dangerous 
jobs. No amount of manpower, whether on a rig, or in a 
patrol car will ever make these jobs safe. Conversely, 
any increased manpower will presumably make the job safer." 
Nevertheless, it urges that, 
"Safety arguments should not be sanctioned to grant mandatory 
status to proposals directed at usurping decision making 
power over basic managerial decisions involving the level 
of services a government elects to provide its constituents." 
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This position is persuasive. The number of patrol vehicles that the 
City should have in use is not a mandatory subject of negotiations within the 
rationale of our New Rochelle decision. 
Demand No. 12.9 - "Two Man Patrol Cars. Two man patrol cars on all tours of 
duty based on seniority." 
Reconsidering earlier decisions of this Board, we now hold that this 
demand does not constitute a mandatory subject of negotiations. 
This Board has determined that manpower or manning as it relates to 
the dimension of services rendered by a government is a managerial prerogative 
(Matter of New Rochelle). We recognized, however, that the impact of the 
exercise of such prerogative on terms and conditions of employment was a 
negotiable subject. In the earlier case involving the City of White Plains 
we departed, to a degree, from our holding that manning is not a mandatory 
subject of negotiations and held that a demand as to the manning on a piece of 
fire equipment was negotiable as to the safety aspects thereof. In the light 
of White Plains, a demand relating to the manning of a police patrol car was tjeld 
to be negotiable "as it relates to safety" (The Albany Police Officers case 
at p. 3137). 
There is an inherent inconsistency in the above prior holdings of this 
Board, namely - total manning (the number of employees in a police force or 
in a fire department) is non-negotiable, but manning per piece of equipment is 
negotiable as to safety aspects. Logic compels the conclusion that there can . 
be safety issues involved in the number of employees on the force or in the 
department as well as the number available on a particular tour of duty.. An 
explanation of this inconsistency may be that the safety aspects of manning 
per piece of equipment are more demonstrable than is the total force or the 
number per tour of duty. Consistent with the drawing of a distinction on this 
ground, the concurring opinion would rule on the safety aspects of manning on 
a case by case basis dependent upon the evidence adduced as to degree of 
%JL*3KJ 
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hazard and restriction upon the mission of the public employer in each 
instance. We regard this approach to be an invitation to confusion and to 
place an unwarranted obstacle upon the collective negotiation process and an 
unwarranted burden on this Board. That approach would require that the 
negotiability of each manning demand might not be able to be determined 
except after an extended factual hearing demonstrating safety considerations. 
We now reconsider our conclusions in the earlier White Plains and 
Albany Police Officers cases. In doing so we find the safety aspects of 
duties assigned to police or firefighters no less compelling.. We support the 
concept that such dangers or perils should be minimized. However, we do not 
believe that each negotiating demand should be scrutinized through the vehicle 
of a hearing as to safety considerations. This would cripple the negotiating 
process and our expedited procedure for resolving scope issues. We submit 
that these safety considerations, important as they are, can be dealt with in 
a manner more compatible to the negotiating process and in a manner that can 
deal with safety considerations more realistically and more efficaciously. 
Government has the general right to fix manning requirements uni-
laterally. Safety as a general subject is a mandatory subject of negotiations 
To attempt to provide in an agreement all aspects of safety would be an 
exercise in futility in that one could not anticipate in specific language 
all possible eventualities. The immediate question of one or two men in a 
patrol car is an example of the problem. Implications of safety may predominat 
depending upon the area of assignment and time of assignment. We submit that 
no labor contract can be drafted to provide for all eventualities. 
A typical contract clause attempting to deal with the problem might begin 
"Where the incidence of crime in a given area goes beyond 17% during the 
hours of 8 p.m. to 5 a.m. the number in a patrol car assigned to that area 
will not be less than three", and then proceed to include another 57 
varieties of details. 
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We suggest that the parties through the negotiating process could 
create a joint safety policy committee that operates under general guidelines 
that are recited in the contract to consider issues of safety that relate to 
manning standards. This process could be made subject to the grievance 
arbitration procedure. A demand to establish such a joint safety policy com-
mittee would be a mandatory subject of negotiations. 
Demand No. 12.11 - "Designate a certain car on the road with a shotgun on 
each tour of duty (fully trained men). This car to patrol 
the main part of the City, checking banks and stores,etc.. 
that have large amounts of cash on hand. This car would 
automatically back up on all 10-12's." 
This demand most clearly impinges upon tactical considerations that 
are management prerogatives. As we said in the Albany Police Officers case 
at p. 3138, "The selection of weapons and their tactical deployment is a 
management prerogative." 
CONCLUSION 
NOW, THEREFORE, in view of the above conclusions of law, we dismiss 
the charge with respect to all those matters considered herein that we 
determined to be mandatory subjects of negotiations, and with respect to those 
2 
matters that we determined not to be mandatory subjects of negotiations, 
WE ORDER the White Plains Police Benevolent Association to negotiate 
in good faith with the City of White Plains 
DATED: New York, New York 
January 27, 1976 
Robert D. Helsby, Chairman 
Josfeph/R., Crowley 
2. The charge falls with respect to mandatory subjects of negotiation as.there 
is a duty to bargain over them; PBA's duty to negotiate in good faith over 
non-mandatory subjects of negotiation contemplates their withdrawing such 
demands from factfinding. 
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DECISION OF MEMBER, FRED L. DENSON, CONCURRING IN PART 
I agree with both the conclusions and reasoning of the majority 
opinion, except with respect to 
Demand #12.9 - "Two Man Patrol Cars on All Tours of Duty Based on Seniority." 
On this demand, I reach the same decision as my colleagues, but for 
different reasons. 
PBA justifies its assertion that this demand constitutes a mandatory 
subject of negotiations on the ground that it involves safety. The City 
responds: 
"Both police and fire service involve inherently dangerous 
jobs. No amount of manpower, whether on a rig, or in a 
patrol car will ever make these jobs safe. Conversely, any 
increased manpower will presumably make the job safer.... 
Safety arguments should not be sanctioned to grant mandatory 
status to proposals directed at usurping decision making 
power over basic managerial decisions involving the level 
of services a government elects to provide its constituents." 
Because both positions are persuasive, a detailed analysis of the three 
elements underlying the demand is required. The first is manpower; the second 
is safety; the third is workload. The difficulty derives from the circumstance 
that manpower is not a mandatory subject of negotiation while safety and work-
load are. 
We first dealt with negotiability of manpower in Matter of New 
Rochelle, deciding in that case that manpower is a management prerogative. 
In that decision, we reasoned that the number of employees hired by a public 
employer is related most directly to the service that public employer provides 
to its constituents and we said (at p. 3706): 
"Of necessity, the public employer, acting through its executive 
or legislative body, must determine the manner and means by 
which such services are to be rendered and the extent thereof, 
subject to the approval or disapproval of the public so served, 
as manifested in the electoral process...." 
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We recognized, however, that a unilateral decision of a public employer to 
reduce its manpower might have an impact upon the workload of the remaining 
employees and ruled that the employer was obligated to negotiate on such an 
impact of its unilateral decision. 
Shortly after we issued our decision in Matter of New Rochelle we 
"were'confrouted"""with'"the ^ question of whelzher class-slze~±s"a mandatory "subject 
of negotiations. In Matter of West Irondequoit Board of Education we 
determined that class size too is a management prerogative. Although the im-
plications of a unilateral decision on class size upon employee workload were 
more immediate and apparent than the impact of elimination of services as in th|e 
New Rochelle case, we nevertheless concluded that in the West Irondequoit 
case, too, the issue was predominantly manpower, and balancing those elements 
of the demand that constituted terms and conditions of employment against 
those elements of the demand that constituted management prerogatives, we ruled 
that class size was not a mandatory subject of negotiations. Our decision was 
affirmed by the New York State Court of Appeals in West Irondequoit Teachers 
Association v. Helsby. 
The next case involving manpower came to us a few months after our 
decision on class size (Matter of City of White Plains). The manpower demand 
in that case was that at least five firefighters be on duty at all times with 
each engine and each truck. We distinguished between total manpower and 
manpower per piece of equipment, and between the importance of manpower concern 
and the importance of safety concerns. We ruled that the demand was negotiable 
saying (at p. 3016): 
"Unlike the circumstance in the West Irondequoit case in 
which the teachers' interest was limited to workload, the 
interests of the Fire Fighters in this case also involve 
safety. We do not mean to imply that the Fire Fighters' 
demands are proper in order to protect them; that deter-
mination is for the negotiators. But it is clear that 
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there is a relationship between the numbers of Fire 
Fighters who man a piece of equipment and their safety. 
We believe that the demand that a minimum number of 
Fire Fighters be on duty at all times with each engine 
and each truck constitutes a mandatory subject of 
negotiations." 
The last of our decisions that must be considered is Matter of City 
of Albany and Albany Police Officers Union. In that case we dealt with 
a demand"thstr is^similar to theone~before us now, that isy that two L 
patrolmen be assigned to each patrol car. Relying upon our decision in the 
earlier White Plains case, we said (at p. 3137): 
"...when demands deal with a subject affecting the safety 
of employees, such safety aspects are negotiable. Following 
our reasoning in the White Plains case, we find that demand 
in Section 11, as it relates to safety, to be a mandatory 
subject of negotiations, (emplasis supplied at this time.)" 
The underscored language in this quote from our Albany decision indicates 
an area of indefiniteness in our resolution of the question of negotiability 
when a demand involves both the management prerogative of manpower and the 
term and condition of employment of safety. This indefiniteness may have been 
articulated more clearly by New York City's Office of Collective Bargaining 
in Matter of New York City and PBA (Decision #B-5-75) , a case that also 
involved a demand for two-man patrol cars. The Office of Collective 
Bargaining cited our White Plains and Albany decisions, and indicated its 
agreement with our approach. Directing its attention to the demand, it then 
reasoned: 
"We have no detailed information as to the nature or scope of 
safety of each and every contemplated change. Conceivably, 
some such changes may affect safety; others may not. Where it 
is apparent to this Board that a particular exercise of manage-
ment prerogative would constitute a threat to employee safety, 
we believe there is warrant for a finding that would require 
bargaining...." 
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In its brief, the City argues that the distinction we made in the 
earlier White Plains case between total manpower of a public employer and the 
manpower assigned to a piece of equipment is not an appropriate one. The 
number of men assigned to a piece of equipment is more likely to have serious 
consequences than the total manpower of the employer, but I agree with the 
City...that .-.the bJLanket nature j)f our distinction in the earlier White Plains 
case overstates the difference. I also agree with the City that because both 
police and fire service involve inherently dangerous jobs it is possible for 
an employee organization to assert what are essentially manpower demands 
while disguising them as safety demands. Often, as in the instant situation, 
we are like New York City's Office of Collective Bargaining in that we have 
no detailed information as to the nature or scope of safety involved in the 
demand. It may be that the safety implications are peripheral and do not 
justify interference with the City's exercise of its management prerogatives 
regarding manpower. It may be that the safety implications are of considerable 
magnitude. The negotiability of the demand in issue varies in accordance with 
the work environment of the patrolmen and is best ascertainable on a case by 
case basis by balancing the extent of impingement upon the mission of the 
employer which would result from our granting the demand against the increased 
degree of danger (or safety) to patrolmen which would result if the demand 
were rejected. 
Because of the various circumstances that would require different 
decisions regarding the negotiability of the demand, it may be - as the 
majority suggests - that the most practical approach to the problem is for the 
parties to establish some procedures jointly which would make it possible for 
them to determine, in a systematic way, the extent to which safety of 
patrolmen is in jeopardy by reason of the task assigned to them, and the 
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steps that should be taken to alleviate that jeopardy. In any event, absent 
a more refined demand and more information regarding the safety implications 
of the demand, I would determine that Demand #12.9 is not a mandatory 
subject of negotiations. 
Dated: New York, New York 'J / \) 
January 27, 1976 ^r I J A 
' Fred 
NEW YORK STATE 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD 
x 
In the Matter of the 
CITY OF BUFFALO, 
Respondent, 
- and -
BUFFALO PROFESSIONAL FIREFIGHTERS 





CASE No. U-1884 
The charge herein was filed by the Buffalo Professional Firefighters 
Association, Local 282, IAFF, AFL-CIO (Local 282) on November 10, 1975. 
It alleges that the City of Buffalo (City) -.-.committed an Improper practice in 
violation of CSL §209-a.l(d) by refusing to negotiate in good faith with it. 
There are three parts to the charge. The first part derives from an 
allegation "That prior to commencement of negotiations in August of 1975 
the Mayor of the City made a statement to the effect that the 'City's complete 
and final offer is $350.00.' That in effect this has been the only offer 
received from the City in the course of our negotiations." This part of the 
charge is not before us at the present time. The second part of the charge 
involves allegations in the charge concerning a violation of a Maintenance of 
Benefits Clause in the contract between the parties. This allegation too is 
not before us at this time. 
The dispute that is before us now concerns scope of negotiations. The 
City has refused to negotiate over two demands of Local 282 because in its 
judgment they do not constitute mandatory subjects of negotiation.— On 
1 The original charge specifies four demands that the City refused to negotiate 
because it deemed them not to be mandatory subjects of negotiation. Two of 
those demands are not before us in this scope of negotiations case because the 
City acknowledges that they constitute mandatory subjects of negotiation. .j^f* E? 
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December 3, 1975 both parties requested us to accord expedited treatment to 
the resolution of the issues posed by the two demands of Local 282 that the 
City deems not to be mandatory subjects of negotiation. Simultaneously, the 
parties submitted their arguments in support of their respective positions. We 
granted the request for expedited treatment under §204.4 of our Rules of Proce-
dure and (Tear herein with the scope of negotiations questions in isolation 
from the other issues raised by the charge. The remaining issues are now 
within the1 jurisdiction of the hearing officer. 
The first demand in question involves "Disparities between the 
Uniformed Forces". In substance, the demand is 
"If any disparity concerning dollar-for-dollar benefits 
between the uniformed forces occurs during the lifetime 
of this agreement, the City agrees that the dollar-for-
dollar benefit structure for members of the Union shall 
be immediately opened and corrected and such benefits 
shall include uniform allowances. 
"This Article shall be maintained except for any fringe 
benefit(s) which this unit would prefer to that accorded 
the other uniformed force provided that the total cost 
is approximately the same." 
This is a demand for parity. In Matter of City of Albany and Albany 
Permanent Firefighters Association, Local 2007, AFL-CIO, 7 PERB 3142 at p. 
3146, we determined that a demand for parity is not a mandatory 
subject of negotiations. For the reasons set forth in that decision, we 
reassert that the demand herein is not a mandatory subject of negotiations. 
The second demand in question involves "Changes in the Work Force -
Job Security Clause." The substance of the demand is 
"A member attaining a Permanent rank through appointment or 
promotion from a Certified Civil Service list, may not be 
reduced in rank or status except as provided by discipline 
procedures. 
4158 
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"Any reduction in the manpower of the Department shall be 
done by attrition only, or by company consolidation. When 
a vacancy occurs, it shall be filled within 45 days or it 
shall be eliminated after proper notification to the Union 
that the job no longer exists." 
The first paragraph of the demand appears to be that the provisions of CSL 
§75 shall apply to persons to whom it applies by operation of law. 
To this extent the demand is that a redundant provision be included in 
the agreement. As we said in Matter of City of New Rochelle, 8 PERB 3124 
at p. 3126, "An employer cannot be compelled to negotiate for the inclusion 
of a redundant provision in its agreement;...." 
The second paragraph of the demand would restrict the City from 
diminishing the service that it provides to its constituency by reducing the 
number of its employees. We have often held that a decision to so diminish 
service is a management prerogative (e.g. See Matter of City School District, 
City of New Rochelle, 4 PERB 3704 [1972]). Local 282 counters by the 
argument that the number of firefighters available is a term and condition of 
employment because it involves safety. In another decision issued today 
(Matter of White Plains Police Benevolent Association, 9 PERB ) , we 
quote with approval from the employer's brief that 
"Both police and fire service involve inherently dangerous 
jobs. No amount of manpower, whether on a rig, or in a 
patrol car will ever make these jobs safe. Conversely, 
an increased manpower will presumably make the job safer.... 
Safety arguments should not be sanctioned to grant mandatory 
status to proposals directed at usurping decision making 
power over basic managerial decisions involving the level 
of services a government elects to provide its constituents." 
That argument is applicable here. So is our suggestion in the White Plains 
case that matters such as these can be best handled by joint safety councils. 
We determine that the paragraph in question does not constitute a mandatory 
subject of negotiations. 
NOW, THEREFORE, we order that so much of the charge in this case 
that alleges that the City violated CSL §209-a.l(d) by reason of its refusal 
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to negotiate with Local 282 over the "Disparities between the Uniformed 
Forces" and "Changes in the Work Force - Job Security Clause" be and hereby 
is dismissed. 
Dated: New York, New York 
January 27, 1976 
Jos'eph M. 
DISSENT, IN PART, OF FRED L. DENSON 
For the reasons set forth in my dissenting opinion in Matter of City 
of Albany and Albany Permanent Firefighters Association, Local 2007, AFL-CIO, 
7 PERB 3142 at p. 3146, I dissent from so much of the decision of my 
associates as holds that a demand for parity is not a mandatory subject of 
negotiations. I concur in the rest of the determination. 
Dated: New York, New York 
January 27, 1976 
?red L. Denson 
JS..VU 
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STATE OF NEW YORK 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD 
In the Matter of 
THE CITY OF ALBANY, 
Respondent, 
-^ and_ 
BOARD DECISION AND ORDER 
Case No. U-1367 ALBANY POLICE OFFICERS UNION, LOCAL 2841, 
AFSCME, AFL-CIO, 
Charging Party. 
This matter comes to us on the exceptions of the City of Albany 
to the decision and recommended order of a hearing officer finding that 
the City violated CSL §§209-a.l(a) and (d) .- The violation of CSL §209-a.l(d) 
found by the hearing officer consisted of the unilateral promulgation, by 
the City of Albany on November 6, 1974 of an order effective that day 
directing 
"that any member of the Albany Police Department who 
reports for duty after the time at which he has been 
ordered to report, shall be fined no less than three 
hours pay for the first occurrence of such tardiness...." 
The hearing officer also found that both the issuance of that order and the 
commencement of the practice on September:20, 1974 of instituting disciplinary 
charges against tardy patrolmen constitute a violation of CSL §209-a.l(a). 
CSL §§209-a.l(a) and (d) declare it to be improper for a public employer to 
"(a)...interfere with, restrain or coerce public employees in the exercise 
of their rights guaranteed in section two hundred two for the purpose of 
depriving them of such rights" and "(d)...refuse to negotiate in good faith 
with the duly recognized or certified representatives of their public 
employees." 
It should be noted that the hearing officer dismissed elements of the charg 
alleging that the City violated CSL §§209-a.l(b) and (c). He dismissed 
paragraph (b) because he found no evidence to support the allegation that 
the City sought to dominate or interfere with the formation of any employee 
organization. He dismis-sed paragraph (c) because he found that the City en-
forced its order of November 6, 1974 upon all policemen equally whether or 
not they supported the charging party. ^i!4v 
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The exceptions challenge the hearing officer's conclusions that 
the City violated CSL §209-a.l(d) by failing to negotiate in good faith and 
CSL §209-a.l(a) by interfering with, restraining or coercing employees in 
the exercise of protected rights. They also challenge the legality of the 
hearing officer's proposed order that the employees who were fined as the 
result of the order promulgated on November 6, 1974 be made whole. 
DISCUSSION 
Having reviewed the record and hearing the arguments of the parties, 
we confirm the findings of fact and conclusions of law of the hearing officer. 
In doing so we affirm the right and responsibility of public employers, 
under the Taylor Law, to maintain discipline including the use of available 
procedures to enforce tardiness standards. What an employer may not do, 
however, is to impose, unilaterally, new disciplinary procedures where such 
procedures involve terms and conditions of employment. Neither may an employer 
discipline employees for violations of its operating procedures if the purpose 
of doing so is to punish them for supporting a union. The hearing officer 
found, and we agree, that the City of Albany did these things in the instant 
situation. 
The hearing officer correctly observed that discipline is a term 
and condition of employment about which the City cannot take unilateral 
action. When, on November 6, 1974,while the parties were in negotiations over 
a demand presented on October 17, 1974 relating to discipline and discharge, 
the City initiated a monetary penalty for tardiness it was perpetrating such 
a prohibited unilateral action. That such a penalty was imposed for 
conduct that had been regularly excused in the past makes it clear that such 
unilateral action constituted a change in terms and conditions of employment. 
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The timing of the City's initial use of disciplinary hearings to 
punish tardy policemen and its promulgation of Order No. 1375 directing fines 
for tardiness were important elements in the hearing officer's finding that 
such conduct was motivated by anti-union animus. The first occurred on 
September 20, 1974; the second on November 6, 1974. The Albany Police 
Officers Union, Local 2841, American Federation of_State,._County_and 
Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO (the Charging Party) had filed a representation 
petition on August 20, 1974 seeking to represent all patrolmen and 
detectives employed within the police department. On September 18, 1974 an 
election was held at which these employees voted to be represented by the 
union. Two days later, disciplinary charges were brought against the union 
president when he reported twenty minutes late for work. This signaled 
a change in the City's handling of tardiness. Previously tardy policemen 
wer reprimanded verbally with no record being made of such verbal reprimand. 
The record specifies only two previous instances of a patrolman being charged 
for tardiness.- Tons on October 20, 1966 and the second on February 1, 1974, 
this notwithstanding the fact that tardiness had been common. 
As is shown in the record, the proximity of the employees' selection 
of the Charging Party to represent them and the City's changed practices 
regarding discipline was not coincidental. In its brief to us, the City 
concedes this relationship and attempts to justify its conduct as follows: 
"The relationship between supervisors and employees before the 
unionization of the police was more casual and informal. [s i.c] with 
the unionization of the police that relationship was formalized 
at all levels. It became apparent that both sides must do 
things by the 'Book'. Where previously the process of 'chewing 
out' was sufficient to keep tardiness under control the 
obvious adversarial relationship between the city and the union 
by necessity required methods that provided both sides with the 
requirements of due process and a modicum of regularity." 
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We do not doubt that the presence of the union may require an employer to 
conduct itself in a somewhat different manner. Certainly the employer may wish 
to formalize its procedures and conduct itself with "a modicum of regularity". 
In the instant case, however, because of the selection of the union the City 
went much further. It so increased the degree of punishment imposed upon 
tardy policemen as to constitute a change in standards of conduct required of 
them. The difference between issuing a verbal reprimand and commencing a 
statutory disciplinary proceeding goes beyond the giving of "a modicum of 
regularity" to an existing procedure; the initiation of fines for tardiness 
is not merely the. formalization of what was previously a casual relationship. 
The hearing officer concluded that the City's conduct was "in 
retaliation for the exercise of rights protected by the Act". He further 
concluded that the City's conduct was designed to caution the employees 
"that the consequence of voting in favor of the Union and their participation 
in its activities would be fraught with peril and to no avail". We confirm 
these conclusions. 
Were the City's conduct to be found violative only of CSL §209-a.l(d), 
the order proposed by the hearing officer would have been inappropriate. 
However, in view of our confirmation of the hearing officer's finding of a 
violation of CSL §209-a.l(a), the proposed order is appropriate. 
NOW, THEREFORE, WE DETERMINE that the City of Albany violated 
CSL §§209-a.l(a) and (d),; 
With regard to the violation of CSL §209-a.l(a) 
WE ORDER the City of Albany to: 
1. rescind Order No. 1375 issued on November 6, 1974 and make 
whole all employees fined pursuant thereto; 
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2. cease and desist from unilaterally changing existing work rules 
involving mandatory subjects of negotiations or from unilaterally 
instituting such new work rules; 
3. cease and desist from interfering with, restraining or 
coercing employees as a result of their exercise of rights 
protected by CSL Art. 14; and 
4. conspicuously post at all locations ordinarily used for com-
munications to employees the notice that is supplied herewith; an|d 
With regard to the violation of CSL §209-a.l(d) 
WE ORDER the City of Albany to: 
1. negotiate in good faith with the Albany Police Officers 
Union, Local 2841, American Federation of State, County and 
Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO. 
DATED: New York, New York 
January 27, 1976 
jPosepft R. Crowley; 
PA 
E^ed L.I) ens on 
4Ll$>*J 
APPENDIX 
NOTICE TO ALL EMPLOYEE! 
PURSUANT TO 
. THE DECISION AND ORDER OF THE 
NEW YORK STATE 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD 
NEW YORK STATE 
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES' FAIR EMPLOYMENT ACT 
we hereby notify our employees that: 
1. With regard to the finding of a violation of CSL_§209~a.1(a) 
involving certain employees of the Police Department, . 
WE WILL rescind Order No. 1375 issued on November 6, 1974 
and make whole all employees fined pursuant thereto; 
:. WE WILL NOT unilaterally change existing work rules 
involving mandatory subjects of negotiations or unilaterally 
institute such new work rules, and 
WE WILL NOT interfere with, restrain or coerce employees 
as a result of their exercise of rights protected by 
CSL Art. 14.. 
2. With regard to the finding of a violation of CSL ;§209-a. 1 (d) ,' 
WE WILL negotiate in-good faith with the Albany Police Officers 
Union,. Local 2841, American Federation of State, County and 
Municipal Employees, AFLr-CIO. 
.The C i ty o f .A lbany . 
Employer 
Dated... January 27.,. 1976. By. 
(Representative) (Title) 
This Notice must remain posted for 30 consecutive days from the date of posting, and must not be altered, 
defaced, or covered by any other material. 
4X6£> 
STATE OF NEW YORK 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BuARD 
In the Matter of• • : 
#20-1/27-/76 
CORNING-PAINTED POST.BOARD OF EDUCATION, : 
Employer, : 
-and- : CASE NO. C-1269 




On August 1, 1975, the Corning Community College United .• r. •. -; 
Professionals- (petitioner) filed, in accordance with the Rules.of A 
Procedure of the Public Employment Relations Board, a timely petition 
for certification as the exclusive representative of certain employees 
employed by the Corning Painted Post Board of Education. 
Following the informational conference, the parties executed a 
consent agreement which was-approved by the Director of Public Employ-
ment Practices and Representation on November 5, 1975. The negotia-
ting unit stipulated to therein was as follows: 
Faculty Unit 
Included: . All full time teaching faculty, librarians, 
i counselors, para-professionals and college nurse. 
Excluded: All other 'full and part-time employees. 
Pursuant to the' consent agreement, a secret ballot election 
was. held on December 11, 1975. The results of this election indicate 
that the majority of the eligible'voters in the stipulated unit who 
cast valid ballots do not desire to be represented for purposes of 
collective negotiations by the petitioner. 
11 There were 41 ballots cast in favor of representation by the 
petitioner, 56 against representation by the petitioner and 
11 challenged ballots. 
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THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the instant petition should be, 
and hereby is, dismissed. 
Dated: New York, New York 
January 27, 1976 
ROBERT D."HELSBY^ Chairman 
C&SEyk R.l CROW.EY^/ 
—-F'RED-: -£ —BENSON'— 
4 J 08 
STATE OP NEW YORK 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD 
IN THE MATTER OF 
ERIE COUNTY WATER AUTHORITY, 
Employer, 
-and-
ERIE COUNTY WATER AUTHORITY UNIT, 
CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION, 
I N C . , 
P e t i t i o n e r . 
#2E-l/'27/76 
Case No. C-12 90 
CERTIFICATION OF REPRESENTATIVE AND ORDER TO NEGOTIATE 
A representation proceeding having been conducted in the 
above matter by the Public Employment Relations Board in accord-
ance with the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act and the 
Rules of Procedure of the Board, and it appearing that a 
negotiating representative has been selected; 
Pursuant to the authority vested in the Board by the 
Public Employees' Fair Employment Act, 
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that E r i e County Water Authority 
Unit, Civil Service Employees Association, Inc., 
has'been designated and selected by a majority of the employees 
of the above named public employer, in the unit described below, 
as their exclusive representative for the purpose of collective 
negotiations and the settlement of grievances. 
Unit: See Attached Rider. 
Further, IT IS ORDERED that the.above named public employer 
shall negotiate collectively with Erie County Water Authority Unit 
Civil Service Employees Association, Inc., 
and enter into a written agreement with such employee organization 
with regard to terms and conditions of employment, and shall 
negotiate collectively with such employee organization in the 
determination of, and administration of, grievances. 
Signed on the 27th (jay 0f janUary 19 76 
PERB 58 (2-68) 
ROBERT D. HELSBY^-, Chairman 
\A k?M /} um&t 
SPH/R. GROWLEY 




Included: Customer Service Representative, Account Clerk Stenographer, 
Accountant, Tab.Machine Operator,.Senior Account Clerk, 
Senior File Clerk, File Clerk, Account Machine Operator, 
Account Clerk, Account Clerk Typist,•Clerk Typist, Senior 
Stenographer, Key Punch Operator, Sr. Customer Service Rep., 
Cashier, Property Record Clerk, Clerk, Stenographer, Telephone 
Operator, Asst. Account Machine Operator, Senior Bill Collec- • 
• tor. Construction Inspector, Civil•Engineer, Sr. Engineering 
Aide, Senior Dispatcher, Principal Engineering Aide, Principal 
Engineering Technician, Engineering Aide, Maintenance Foreman, ' 
Senior Meter Reader, Sr. Meter Repairman, Meter Repair' Foreman,. 
Service Foreman, Principal Stores Clerk, Assistant Accountant, ! 
Assistant Chemist, Assistant Cashier. 
Excluded because of their managerial or confidential characteristics - the following: 
B S K £ S ^ B & Administrative-Director, Associate Attorney, Attorney, , 
Business Office Manager, Chemist, Chief Accountant, Comptroller 
Distribution Engineer, Executive Engineer, General Maintenance 
Foreman, Production Engineer, Production Maintenance Supervisor 
Secretary to the Authority,-Senior Accountant, Senior Distri-
bution Engineer, Senior Production Engineer, Senior Pump 
Operator, Stenographic Secretary, Supervising Tab Machine i 
Operator and a Senior Stenographer performing services for ! 




STATE OF NEW YORK 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS ..,ARD 
In the Matter of 




NASSAU EDUCATIONAL CHAPTER, CIVIL . 
SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION, INC., 
Petitioner, 
-and-
LOCAL 100, SERVICE EMPLOYEES INTER-




"'" CERTIFICATXOH OF REPRESENTATIVE AND ORDER "TO NEGOTIATE 
A representation proceeding having been conducted in the 
above matter by the Public Employment Relations Board in accor-
dance with the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act and the 
Rules of Procedure of the Board, and it appearing that a 
negotiating representative has been selected; 
Pursuant to the authority vested in the Board by the 
Public Employees' Fair Employment Act, 
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that NASSAU EDUCATIONAL CHAPTER, 
CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION, INC., 
has been designated and selected by a majority of the employees 
of the above-named public' employer, in the unit described below, 
as their exclusive representative for the purpose of colleccive 
negotiations and the settlement of grievances. 
Unit: Included: Matrons, cleaners, custodians, maintenance men, 
head custodian I, and head custodian II. 
Excluded: All other employees. 
Further, IT IS ORDERED that the above-named public employer 
shall negotiate collectively with NASSAU EDUCATIONAL CHAPTER,. 
CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION, INC., 
ind enter into, a written agreement with such employee-organization 
tfith regard to terms and conditions of employment, and shall-
negotiate collectively with such employee organization in the 
determination, of, and administration of, grievances. 
Signed on the 27th day of January 1976 
FRED L. DENSON 1 
PERB 58 
(10-75) 
STATE OF NEW YORK 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATION; .-\RD 
In the Matter of 




CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION, 
INC., NASSAU EDUCATIONAL CHAPTER, '• 
Petitioner, 
-and-
LOCAL 100, SERVICE EMPLOYEES INTER-
NATIONAL UNION, AFL-CIO, 
'Intervenpr.' 
#2G-l/27/76 
CASE NO.' C-1307 
CERTIFICATION OF REPRESENTATIVE AND ORDER TO NEGOTIATE 
A representation proceeding having been conducted in the 
above matter by the Public Employment Relations Board in accor-
dance with the Public Employees'. Fair. Employment Act. and the 
Rules of Procedure of the Board, and it appearing that a 
negotiating representative has been selected; 
Pursuant to,the-authority vested in 'the Board by the 
Public Employees' Fair Employment Act, 
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that Local 100, Service Employees 
International Union, AFL-CIO 
has been designated and selected by a majority of the employees 
of the above-named public employer,-in the unit described below, 
as their exclusive representative for the purpose of collective 
negotiations and'the settlement of grievances.-
Unit: 
Included:, All full and part time members of the custodial, 
grounds and maintenance staff including 
assistant head custodian, custodian/groundsman, 
cleaner, skilled maintenance and matron. 
Excluded: Seasonal, casual and all.other- employees. 
Further, IT IS ORDERED that the above-named public employer 
shall negotiate collectively with Local 100, Service Employees 
International Union, AFL-CIO 
and enter into a. written agreement with such employee organization 
with regard to terms and conditions of employment, and shall 
negotiate collectively with such employee organization in the 
determination of, and administration of, grievances. 
Signed on the 27th day of January , 19 76-
ROBERT D. HELSEfY, Chairman 
*R1ETL. "BESSON 41 
STATE OF NEW YORK 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS . -ARD 
In-the Matter of 
LIBERTY CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT, 
. Employerj 
-and-
LIBERTY FACULTY ASSOCIATION, NYSUT, 
Petitioner, 
-and-





CERTIFICATION ^ OF-'KBPRESEMTA:TIVE~flND~ORX)Ti;R—TO'^ EGPTXAT'E; ""' 
A representation proceeding having been conducted in the 
above matter by the Public Employment Relations Board in accor-
dance with the Public Employees' Fair. Employment Act and. the 
Rules of Procedure of the Board, and it appearing that a 
negotiating representative has been selected; 
Pursuant to the authority vested in the Board by the 
Public Employees' Fair Employment Act, 
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that LIBERTY FACULTY ASSOCIATION, 
NYSUT, 
has been designated and selected by a majority of the employees 
of the above-named public employer, in the unit described below, 
as their exclusive representative for the'purpose of collective 
negotiations and the settlement of grievances. 
Unit: Included: Bus drivers, buildings and grounds; clerical 
and cafeteria employees. 
Excluded: Monitors, teacher aides, census enumerators, 
cafeteria manager; confidential^ secretaries to 
the superintendent, building principals and • 
board of education;', assistant to the clerk of the 
board, and confidential secretary/clerk to 
business administrator. 
Further, IT IS ORDERED that the above-named public employer 
jshall negotiate collectively with LIBERTY FACULTY .ASSOCIATION, 
NYSUT, . ' 
and enter into a written agreement with such employee organization 
with regard to terms and conditions of employment, and shall 
legotiate collectively with such employee organization in the 
:ie term in at ion of, and administration of, grievances. 
Signed on the 27th day of January 1976 
FRED L. DENSO'N 
STATE OF NEW YORK 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD 
In the Matter of : 
METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY, : 
Employer, : 
-and- :, 
LOCAL 8 0 8 , INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD : 
OF TEAMSTERS, 
#21-1/27/76 
Case No. C-1297 
Petitioner. 
CERTIFICATION OF REPRESENTATIVE AND ORDER TO NEGOTIATE 
A representation proceeding having been conducted in the 
above matter by the Public Employment Relations Board in accord-
ance with the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act and the 
Rules of Procedure' of the Board, and it appearing that a negotia-
ting representative has been selected; ' 
Pursuant to the authority vested in the Board by the 
Public Employees' Fair Employment.Act, 
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that Local 808, International ^ 
Brotherhood of Teamsters'. 
has been designated and selected by a majority of the employees 
of the above named public employer, in the unit described below, 
as their representative for the purpose of collective negotia-
tions and the settlement of grievances. 
Unit: 
SEE APPENDIX, A ATTACHED 
Further, IT IS ORDERED that the above named public employer 
shall negotiate collectively with Local 8.08, International Brother-
hood of Teamsters -
and enter into a written agreement with such employee organization 
with regard to terms .and conditions of employment, and shall 
negotiate collectively with such employee organization in the 
determination of, and administration of, grievances. 
Signed on the 27th day of January 19 7S 
n. 
ROBERT . D „ HELSBY, ^.Chairman 
/.-
PERB 58.1.(2-68) 
t. JOSEE^ R.VCROWLEY./ 
T FRED L. DENSON 
4.17 
APPENDIX A 
Included: All employees employed at the employer's offices 
and facilities located. in__New York, City and_at._>___....• 
Stewart^and" Republic Airports in the following 
titles: receptionist, clerk-typist, clerk messen-
ger, file clerk, accounting clerk (all grades), 
senior accounting clerk, accounting clerk-budget, 
payroll accounting clerk4 chief mail clerk, messen-
ger, executive secretary, secretary, secretarial 
assistant, accounting clerk assistant, administra-
tive assistant, tape librarian, I/O control clerk, 
senior I/O control clerk, senior I/O control-data 
management, computer operator (all grades), lead 
computer operator and bursting decollating clerk. 
Excluded: Shift supervisor (data center), operation super-
visor (data center), confidential and all other 
employees. 
